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“A richly grounded political history of food policy marked by great theoretical sophistication. Fox’s ability to link large theoretical issues to scrupulous empirical work will instruct anyone determined to move far beyond the static unities of ‘the state’ and ‘the people.’”—James C. Scott, Yale University

“This is one of the most important books on rural politics and rural development policy in Mexico to be published in the last fifteen years. It is meticulously researched, grounded in extensive fieldwork, and should be of utility not just to Mexicanists but to students of policymaking and policy implementation in Third World countries generally. Scholars whose primary interest is in social movements and their interactions with the state and economic elites will also find much of interest in Fox’s work. A theoretically sophisticated, tough-minded analysis.”

—Wayne A. Cornelius, University of California-San Diego
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Drawing on extensive interviews and ground-breaking archival research, Brizio N. Biondi-Morra provides an even-handed and penetrating account of how the Sandinistas’ well-intentioned agricultural and economic policies ended in failure. He shows how the regime attempted to balance export volume against its political goals of domestic food security and land redistribution, and how this strategy led to strongly interventionist policies concerning exchange rates, domestic prices, wages, and interest rates.
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